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EVENTS 
Cologne, March 19, 2018 

 

Lights off! The Berner Group supports the WWF Earth Hour 2018 and 
takes a stand on climate protection 
 

During the WWF Earth Hour on March 24, 2018, the lights will once again go out at 8:30 p.m. All over 

the world, people are working together to point the way towards protecting the planet and calling for 

more climate protection. The Berner Group is supporting the initiative at several locations in Europe.    

 

Showing responsibility towards the environment is firmly anchored in the Berner Group’s 

corporate values. As a result, the lights will be turned off at 8:30 p.m. for one hour at various 

European locations on March 24 as part of the international WWF Earth Hour. Through its 

participation, the international corporate group is setting an example for more energy efficiency. 

 

After supporting the local “Hohenlohe turns off the light” campaign last year, the family-owned 

Berner Group intends to go one step further this year. At many European locations, from 

Denmark and Germany to Portugal and Spain, the Berner Group is dispensing with logo and 

exterior lighting for one hour to support the symbolic WWF Earth Hour and climate protection. 

 

The Berner Group 

The Berner Group is a family-run commercial enterprise with approximately 8,500 employees 

and 60 years of corporate history. From tools and equipment for garages, materials and fire 

protection for construction projects to specialty chemicals for industrial plants and commercial 

cleaning – we supply B2B customers in 25 European countries with our products and solutions. 

As a reliable business partner, we are always there for our customers: personally on site with 

some 5,500 field service experts, in mobile and digital fashion with the online shop, for over-

the-counter trade as well as via call centers.  

  


